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Literal translation from the G-2 Reports of the Staff of the (Russian) 51st Army

Date 13.3.42

According to Radio Intelligence of the Front Staff, the staff of the Rumanian cavalry brigade lies in the vicinity of Schuerino-Badjodsha.

After careful investigation:

a) The 140 German I.R. division subordination to be established, is in Saly.

b) The 28th motorized div (German) with the 83, 84 and 49th motorized regts subordinate is moving up to the Krimea. 84 Regt is in the vicinity of Starya Krym. 49th motorized regt is moving up to the vicinity of Nikolaev, 83 mot regt is moving up, location not known.

c) 1 Regt was moving up in the vicinity of Viinka, number not known

d) Battle Hq of XXXII Army is in Bajratsch

Entries for following days are V man, Air Recce, PW interrogation, etc.